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23rd January 2020 
 

CIRCULAR 2020-04 
FLAG & MUTER SCORING 

 
To all Club Tournament Officers and Team Captains 
 
Dear All 
 
The first rounds of Flag, Muter & Trips Leagues were played on Saturday 18th January and I have 
never seen so many errors on scorecards and result forms before. To summarise some of the more 
glaring errors submitted: 

1. All players names and BSA numbers must be completed on the declaration forms. If a player 
does not have a BSA number, he or she may not compete! 

2. On scorecards the home team must be on the left side of the card and on the top of the 
scoreboard. 

3. Flag, Muter and Trips are played in sets. On the scoreboard the scoring runs through for the 
full game BUT on the scorecard, each set MUST be scored separately – i.e. at the start of 
each set the shots scored start at zero. 

4. The point for the set is awarded on the shots scored by a side in that set – not as 1 card I 
saw that counted the number of ends won! 

5. The scoring of each team and side is detailed on the declaration/results sheet but I repeat it 
below as so many got it wrong, resulting in queries and alterations, all of which waste time. 
Each set counts for 1 point awarded to the team scoring the greater number of shots in the 
set – should the shots be equal each team score ½ a point. Maximum number of set points = 
3 per game. 
The team that wins the game is awarded 2 points – if the game in pealed each team scores 1 
point. 
The side (of 2 teams) that has the higher total score (the aggregate) is awarded a further 2 
points – if the total scores are equal, each side is awarded 1 point. 
The total points awarded in a game between two sides must equal 12. 

 
In golf if you submit an incorrect scorecard you are excluded from the results – if we had that rule 
in bowls about 10% of the games played last Saturday would have been excluded.  Please make 
sure that all your skips read this notice so we can all get on with playing the game. 
 
Yours in bowls 

Chris Nurrish 
WP Bowls Competition Secretary 
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